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Introduction

Text corpora provide many kinds of useful information to a text-to-speech
(TTS) engine developer. In this paper I present various real cases where
CSC’s text corpora have been used to get better TTS results first in a Tekes-
funded academic project and later in commercial projects.

Inducing text expansion rules from corpora

Between 1999 and 2002 Tekes organized a multidiscipline technology pro-
gram USIX (User-Oriented Information Technology). One of the projects
within than program was Suopuhe (Joint Research Project of Finnish Speech
Technology) [1]. In the speech synthesis part of that project we created two
open source diphone voices for Festival TTS platform and a separate text ex-
pander which took care of normalizing the text before sending it to the TTS
engine.1 By normalizing I mean here the conversion of nonstandard words
like numbers and abbreviations to their pronounceable counterparts. Suop-
uhe was the first TTS system for Finnish that could handle the agreement of
numerals and their head nouns. Previously, TTS systems did not conjugate
the numerals and produced unacceptable clauses such as “5 hengen”⇒ “viisi
hengen”. With Suopuhe, we could produce the correct forms:

“5 euroa”⇒ “viisi euroa”

“5 hengen”⇒ “viiden hengen”

“5 Australian dollarilla”⇒ “viidellä Australian dollarilla”

1These can be downloaded from http://www.ling.helsinki.fi/suopuhe/.
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The text expansion rules in Suopuhe were based on thousands of attested
uses in CSC’s text corpora. With the data available we no longer needed
to rely on our intuition when expanding numerals. We also tried expand-
ing abbreviations like “ns.” (so called). However, in the corpora we found
some instances like “ns. tuftaamalla tehty kudelma” (“so called ‘textile made
by tufting’ ” or “textile made by so called ‘tufting’ ”), where the abbrevia-
tions were used adverbially. We could not distinguish these cases reliably
enough. Reading these abbreviations letter-by-letter is also perfectly accept-
able in Finnish, and thus in the final version we did so.

Designing phonetically rich sentences for speech databases

After the Suopuhe project some members of our research group founded a
spin-off company called Bitlips specializing on speech technology products
and services. We have continued to use CSC’s text corpora in our commercial
projects as well. In Suopuhe we had used an older synthesis technology
called diphone concatenation, where the database consists of transition from
one phone to another and each diphone is recorded but once.

Bitlips has used two more modern synthesis technologies called HMM-
based speech synthesis and unit selection. HMM-based speech synthesis is
like a single speaker speech recognizer turned upside down. Unit selection
based synthesis means that we have a huge database of prerecorded speech
and for each speech unit we want we have dozens or even hundreds of candi-
dates of which the best one gets selected. When we created the first Finnish
unit selection based TTS voice we used the text corpora to find rare phone
combinations in natural contexts. We extracted a frequency list of over 3
million word forms from the corpora. With the powerful yet simple Unix
command line tools we first converted the XML formatted data to raw text
and then converted the text to a frequency list:

cat input | tr ' ' '\n' | sort | uniq -c | sort -nr > output

After this it was easy to use Unix’segrep command to pick say letter
(and presumably phone) pairs in different contexts. For example, for the very
rare phone pair <gd> we got as a result words like “Gdansk”, “Bagdad” and
“smaragdi”. Words like this could then be added to our sentence list which
was recorded in a studio by a professional voice talent.

Letter-to-sound rule verification

In Finnish the letters and sounds are so closely related that we can use a rule-
based approach almost all the time. The only notable issue in Finnish is initial
doubling (“Anna palaa”, read either/An:Ap:AlA:/ “Let burn”, “Give it a go!”
or /An:ApAlA:/ “Anna returns”). Omitting the doubling may be annoying for
the listener, but it does not diminish the understandability a lot and we are
pretty good at handling the doubling anyway.

In Swedish the sound correspondences are often far more complex. For
Swedish the common words and notable exceptions are listed in a pronunci-
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ation dictionary, but no list can be perfect so letter-to-sound (LTS) rules are
needed there also as a fallback. As an example of these rules, in Swedish the
grapheme pair <gg> typically refers to a long/g/ phoneme as in “lägga” (to
put) and “uppiggande” (refreshing). However, compounding often provides
exceptions to this, see Figure 1.

corpus3:~> egrep -i 'gg(jo|ö)' fisv.freq | head
12 offentliggjordes
9 offentliggjorde
9 möjliggöra
6 möjliggör
5 offentliggöra
4 offentliggörs
4 offentliggjort
4 möjliggjort
2 saliggörande
2 offentliggöras

Figure 1.1: Suffix -göra related exceptions to regular LTS-rules for <gg>

In the examples in Figure 1 the latter <g> corresponds (alone or with
<j>) to the /j/ phoneme. Thanks to our data we can yet again check our
intuition against real data.

Yet another use for text corpora is to identify the proper pronunciation
of homographs. For example <banan> can refer to either a banana or a road.
For certain homographs we have looked which meaning is the most common.
Then if we are unable to determine the proper pronunciation, we can then
resort to the one that looks statistically plausible.

Use of CSC resources

We have benefited from CSC’s services by using the large Finnish and Swedish
text corpora in the Language Bank of Finland. The corpora have provided us
with numerous examples of actual language use that has been integral in de-
veloping

• text expansion rules,

• comprehensive speech databases, and

• letter-to-sound rules

in both academic and commercial projects.
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